TAILORED TO THE MISSION.
The need of live-action interactive training to train key personnel on mission-critical interactive training program is
continuing to grow. SparkC develops live-action, mission-critical interactive training programs to prepare key personnel for high-complexity operations. The ability to capture real-world environments and present live-action duties that
prepares our personnel for the challenges in the battlefield and cyber space.
Our interactive training programs mirror your organizations security or cyber-security policies to ensure personnel are
being trained in a relevent and relatable manner. Our distributed learning (DL) capabilities allows your personnel to
receive this training anywhere on the globe in real-time. Our analytical integration within the training modules provide
intelligence to your organizations security team. It is important to understand the proficiency of each individual in
your organization to place additional resources to keep you safe and secure.

TRAINING PROGRAM FEATURES:
TAILORED VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT/TRAINING SCENARIO
ENGAGING AND TAILORED TRAINING CONTENT
DECISION-MAKING INTERACTIVE CAPABILITIES
CUSTOM BRANDED WEB PORTAL & LOG IN
ACCOUNTABILITY ANALYTICS & ACCESS MANAGEMENT

WHO WE SERVE
SparkC is dedicated to providing innovation to the defense and armed forces. As the need for missioncritical training increases, we are focused on delivering high-quality, scenario-based trainings tools to
prepare our cyber warriors for the threat at-hand.

MULTI-ACCESS CAPABILITIES

LAPTOP/DESKTOP

IPAD/TABLET

MOBILE DEVICES

SparkC provides agile software training programs that provide trainees with desktop
and mobile access to complete all mandated training requested by our customers. This
technical capability increases the level of efficiency to ensure all training mandates are
completed within the requested timeframe. The capabilities that are provided by a
desktop are parellel to the functions available through our mobile access integration.

Mobile Interface Capabilities:
+ Ability to complete training requirements on mobile devices
+ Secure mobile access management
+ Ability to stream all forms of training content
+ Implement touch screen interactive technology into modules

HOSTING & USER ACCOUNT LIFECYCLE
MANAGEMENT SERVICES
Distribution and Accessibility are vital to the success of delivering our training technology
solutions. SparkC provides our clients with Hosting and User Account Lifecycle Management
Services to distribute our training technology solutions to the targeted stakeholders. We
ensure seamless streaming with Wi-FI or Internet connection on all spectrum of electronic
and/or mobile devices.

HOSTING/CLOUD DISTRIBUTION SERVICES
The launch of the training technology solutions will provide hosting and cloud
distribution services to the clients and provide access to all training programs and
modules through the developed web portal. Based on the projected or requested
numbers of users, SparkC will ensure all client projects and programs have a
flawless training and engaging experience.

USER ACCOUNT LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT

SparkC builds secure, user-friendly web portals that guide all trainees through
their mandated training requirements. Our capabilities include data acquisition and analtyic reporting to ensure all completion and accountability
information is certified and stored. We have the ability to implement the full
spectrum of pass/fail policies. We provide security maintenance throughout
the term of the user lifecycle.

